DIGITAL SECURITY CONFERENCE 2020

14th FEBRUARY, 2020
Serena International Conference Centre

EXPLORING THE INFLUENCE OF THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION ON PRIVACY SECURITY AND FREEDOM
8:30 AM - 9:15 AM
REGISTRATION

9:15 AM - 10:00 AM
OPENING REMARKS
Welcome address
Keynote address

10:00 AM - 10:30 AM
INFORMATIVE SESSION
Demystifying the Data Protection and Privacy Act 2019
EMMANUEL Mugabi - NITA Uganda

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
SESSION ONE
Unpacking the Data protection and Privacy Act 2019 and its impact on digital security and human activities in the 4IR era
Panel Discussion
LILLIAN Nalwoga - CIPESA
JIMMY Haguma - Uganda Police
TIMOTHY Kakuru - Barefoot Law
LAWRENCE Muyomba - Unwanted Witness
EMMANUEL Mugabi - NITA Uganda

11:30 AM - 11:40 AM
INFORMATIVE SESSION
Introducing the Digital Human Rights lab
Phillip Ayakiza - DHRL/Pollicy

11:45 AM - 12:45 PM
SESSION TWO
Discussing 4IR technologies; Big data, Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence and impact on security, privacy and Freedom
Panel Discussion
NOAH Balessanv - Crypto Savannah
OSBERT Osamai - NITA Uganda
DANIEL Mwesigwa - CIPESA
SILVER Kayondo - Ortus Africa
EVELYN P Kalenzi - CoCIS (MUK)

12:45 PM - 01:45 PM
SESSION THREE
Highlighting the trends and proposing solutions to address violence online, hate speech and freedom of expression
Panel Discussion
RAYMOND Mujuni - Journalist
ELIZABETH Kemigisha - FIDA Uganda
SANDRA Kwikiriza - Her Internet
JULIET Nanfuka - CIPESA
LINDSEY Kukunda - Not Your Body
JOSEPHINE Karungi - NTV

01:45 PM - 02:00 PM
CLOSING REMARKS
Welcome address
Closing Remarks
Mr. YONA Wanjaka - DPI